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Are Open Access policies effective?
• The Wellcome Trust in the UK had a compulsory Open Access
mandate in place since 2006. However, a study in 2012 revealed that
the compliance rate was only 55%[3]
• The NIH implemented a voluntary Open Access policy in 2005, but by
2007 compliance was only 20%. In 2008 the policy became
mandatory and by 2010 compliance was up to 70% but not increasing
further. In 2012, the NIH changed its policy again and will now
sanction non-compliant researchers. Consequently, compliance has
jumped again (see Figure).[4]
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• For grants awarded May 1st, 2015 and later, all peer-reviewed journal
articles must be freely accessible within 12 months of publication,
either by:
1. Publishing in a journal that offers immediate open access or where papers
become open access after a 12 month (or shorter) embargo period; and/or
2. A copy of the final, peer-reviewed manuscript is deposited into an online
repository within 12 months of publication.
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Is the CIHR Open Access policy effective?
Will the Policy affect journal choice?

• CIHR implemented an Open Access mandate in 2008. Although
unpublished, their own internal assessment indicated a compliance
rate of 61%[5]
• I downloaded all publications from 2014 that acknowledged CIHR as a
funding source
• I then cross-referenced those publications against Sherpa/RoMEO to
determine the Open Access policy of the journal.
• For Green Open Access, institutional repositories were searched to
see whether the manuscript had been submitted or not
• The results suggest a compliance rate of just 41% (see Figure)
• Compliance is likely to be low until it is policed

• The ISSNs of top journals from each of 226 disciplines were
downloaded from ISI’s Journal Citations Report[1]
• These were then checked against the Sherpa/RoMEO database, which
keeps track of the publishing policies of more than 2,700 journals[2]
• The results indicate that 98.7% of disciplines (all but three) have an
Open Access Green-compliant journal option among the top 5 in the
field
• In other words, the vast majority of researchers should be able to
comply with the new policy without any added costs or without
(greatly) sacrificing journal quality

CIHR Open Access compliance

A majority of disciplines have a "green" Open Access option among
their top journals
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